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Abstract

Control questions by nonlinear dynamic systems in a wide range of change of

variables are considered. Multiplicity of stationary positions of industrial targets

which settle down on working area of regime parameters is especially underlined.

Efficiency of application of a method of phase portraits to the control in real time

with use computer 3D drawings is shown.

The theory of linear systems as the methodological basis of the analysis and

synthesis of supervised processes has played the big role in development of this

area of a science. However, recently in connection with technical problems the

urgency was got by problems of nonlinear dynamics [1]. The problem of the control

nonlinear dynamic system in the big range of change of variables of a condition arises

in connection with industrial requirements [2,3]. This problem has got urgency in

connection with possibility of existence of plurality of stationary conditions for the

nonlinear differential equations.

Mathematical modeling of process catalytic cracking which is the basic process in

reception of high-quality aviation gasoline, has shown, that the nonlinear phenomena

in dynamics of such objects are connected with plurality of stationary decisions of the

modeling equations [4]. We will notice that synthesis of linear actuation devices can

be based on the theory of the linear differential equations, but synthesis of nonlinear

operating rules can be to be made only with use of the software for carrying out of

computing experiment on dynamic, mathematical models.

The analysis of nonlinear systems of the differential equations gives great value

of the mathematical theory of the qualitative analysis of the differential equations.

In this area has played the big role a method of display to Poincare - Bendikson’s

plane [5]. Representation of properties of dynamic system with use of features of

families of phase trajectories in infinite area with use of sections of Poincare [6] is

successful step to research works which are executed last decade. When we consider

this problem should notice, that if we have concerned a question of control with

productions should mean that fact that there is no necessity to analyze property

of dynamic system in infinite area of change of variables of a condition of models

of objects. The problem is necessary so because mathematical models of realistic

objects contain many empirical functions. Therefore there are no possibilities to put

forward opinion on qualitative properties of families of trajectories in infinite area.

These facts give reason for expediency of use of phase portraits of dynamic systems,

using Poincare’s sections. All it creates additional restrictions in application of

the qualitative analysis of space of conditions of dynamic system in infinite area.


